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Abstract: As a result of the increase in both the international tourists’ expenditures and tourist arrivals to Thailand, there is a growing interest in determining the trend of international tourists’ expenditures based on time-series modelling. In our article secondary data were used to produce forecasts of the international tourists’ expenditures in Thailand between 2009 and 2010. The forecasting method is based on the ARFIMAX (0, 0.197, 0, 0.033) model. Furthermore, this method predicted that international tourists’ expenditures in Thailand between 2009 and 2010 will have to contract and slow down. This paper seeks to determine whether the international tourists’ expenditures are affected by other circumstances. The results of this study revealed that the international tourist arrivals to Thailand will also have to slow down. However, from the results, there is solid evidence to support such a claim.
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Introduction

Tourism was identified as important role for future economic growth and important industry to Thailand’s economy. It contributes to Thailand’s gross domestic product (GDP), affecting employment, investment, and foreign exchange earnings (TAT, 2006). In 2003, Thailand ranked the 15th in international tourism receipts (US$7.9 billion), accounting for 1.7% of the world total or 4.4% of the country’s national product (WTO, 2005). International tourism is the fastest growing industry in Thailand (Chaitip and Chaiboonsri, 2009). The country has continuously experienced the growth in the number of tourists and revenues from the industry. The number of international tourists in Thailand was increased from 7.22 million in 1997 to 13 million in 2005. The revenues were increased from 299 billion baht in 1997 to 450 billion baht in 2005. During 1997-2005, Thailand faced many challenges. For example, the Asian Economic Crisis in 1997, the effect of September 11, 2001, the outbreaks of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), the US-Iraqi War in 2003, and the Avian Influenza (Bird Flu), the Tsunami in 2004, and high oil prices in 2005. However, the ARFIMA(p,d,q) model was used by Mahendran and Pauline (2003) to model the tourist arrivals to Malaysia. This model was also used by Fong-Lin Chu (2008) to forecast the number of international tourists arrivals to Singapore. Based on these articles we might claim that the ARFIMAX (p,d,q,X) model has not been used to forecast the international tourists expenditures in Thailand before. Consequently, this paper seeks to determine the trend of the international tourists’ expenditures based on the so called ARFIMAX (p,d,q,X) model.

Research aim and objective

This research aims to develop and validate a predictive model that supports the forecasting of the international tourists’ expenditures during the period of 2009-2010. On the other hand, we would like to measure the forecasting performance of the developed model.

Data of the research

The scope of this research based on secondary data between 2000 and 2010. Data about the international tourists’ arrivals to Thailand and expenditures has also been collected from the period of 2000 and 2008. All data were collected from Tourism Authority of Thailand (Tourism Council of Thailand, 2009).

The research framework and methodology

Our research focuses on a multivariable analysis of the number of international tourists’ arrivals to Thailand and the
expenditures between 2000 and 2008. An ARFIMAX (p, d, q, X) model was used in forecasting the international tourists’ expenditures and arrivals to Thailand during the period of 2009-2010. However, this econometric technique has never been used in the previous studies in Thailand.

**The general model of ARFIMAX (p, d, q, X)**

The ARFIMAX model as follows: (see equation 1)

\[
y_t = c_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{p} c_i y_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{d} d_i e_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{q} e_{t-i} + \sum_{i=1}^{X} e_{t-i} + \varepsilon_t
\]

or

\[
(1-L)^d \varepsilon_t = (1-L)^d (y_t - X_t \beta)
\]

And \(L\) is the lag operator \(\{\sum_{i=1}^{3} (L^i) y_t = y_{t-1} + y_{t-2} + y_{t-3}\}\) as well as the ARMA with exogenous variables (Hurvich, and Tsay, 1989), or ARMAX (k,l) : (see equation 2)

\[
c(L)(y_t - X_t \beta) = D(L)\varepsilon_t,
\]

where

\[
c(L) = \left(1 - \sum_{i=1}^{P} c_i L^i\right)
\]

\[
D(L) = \left(1 + \sum_{i=1}^{Q} d_i L^i\right)
\]

The ARFIMAX (p, d*, q, X) model\{p=k, d*=Fractional differencing operator, q=l\} can be written (Degiannakis, 2008) in equation 3.

\[
c(L)(1-L)^{d*}(y_t - X_t \beta) = D(L)\varepsilon_t,
\]

where \((1-L)^{d*}\) is the fractional differencing operator and \(d* \in (-0.5, 0.5)\) is the fractional differencing parameter.

**The results of research**

**The results of various tests for unit root process**

The Table 1 presents the result of both the ADF-unit root test (ADF-Test) and Phillip-Perron unit root test (PP-Test) (Phillips and Perron, 1988). Based on both ADF-Test and PP-Test (Doornik and Ooms, 2006) confirmed that both the expenditures and the number of international tourists have no unit root or stationary (see more detail at Table 1).

**The results of various tests for long memory process**

Table 2 shows the results of various tests (Torre and Lemoine, 2007) for long memory process based on R/S Test, Modified R/S Test and GPH Test of both international tourists’ expenditures and the number of the international tourist arrivals to Thailand between 2000-2008. The test results are summarized in Table 2. For each test, the test statistics and its corresponding statistics are given. If the statistics value of R/S Test, Modified R/S Test and GPH Test is significant at 1% level or at 5% level then we can rejected the Null Hypothesis of no long-term dependence or no long memory process in time series data (Granger, 1980). Otherwise, if the value of a given test is not significant at 1% level or at 5% level then the Null Hypothesis of no long-term dependence or no long memory process in time series data can be accepted. Based on both the R/S Test and the Modified R/S Test, it can be confirmed that the time series of the international tourist’s expenditures have a long-term dependence in itself, but the number of the international tourist arrivals to Thailand has no a long-term dependence or it is not a long memory process. The statistics value of the GPH Test of for this data was not significance at 1% or at 5% level. However, both the R/S Test and the Modified R/S Test confirmed that the data of international tourist’s expenditures in Thailand has a long-term dependence in itself.

**The forecasting models’ selection based on concept of both the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion)**

Table 3 shows the forecasting accuracy of all the models based on ARFIMAX (p,d,q,X) between 2009 and 2010. The values of both Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) were used for selecting the best model for forecasting the international tourists’ expenditures. It can be seen from Table 3 that the best model is the ARFIMAX (0, 0.197, 0, 0.033) because both values (of AIC and BIC) are less than in the case of other models. Consequently ARFIMA (0, 0.197, 0, 0.033) model was selected as the best predictive model for forecasting international tourists’ expenditures in Thailand during the analyzed period (see more detail at Table 4 and Figure 1).
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Concluding remarks

This study presents the basic features of the unit root process and long memory process along with the ARFIMAX (p,d,q,X) models including a selection of significant extensions and applications. Consequently, the procedures are used in an original way to demonstrate the flexibility of the approach and the applicability to the tourism industry. In our article we also investigated the fractionally integrated behavior of the international tourists’ expenditures and the number of international tourists arrivals which was stationary but exhibits long-memory process over the year 2000 to year 2009. The empirical results showed that the inclusion of the time-varying volatility in the absolute return performed better in one-year-ahead forecast and estimation of the international tourists’ expenditures in Thailand during the specified period. An integrated approach to tourism policy analysis and problem resolution is also required, in which the relationship among tourism establishments, tourists, the environment and rural development are openly considered. The number of international tourists’ arrivals to Thailand will significantly affect the international tourists’ expenditures and tourism development. These developments demand a long-drawn-out possibility of analysis across tourism disciplines. Social scientists can catch the lead in expansion the scope and providing a meaningful investigative framework for interdisciplinary analysis. The issues involved should be high on the agendas of the tourism establishment and education systems. More education about tourism is needed for further enhancing the public understanding. The results of the tourism research and education will have a broader applicability and provide benefits to a number of firms or organizations.
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